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Hello Greenleaf:
 

Welcome to the Greenleaf Guide
 

A Newsletter for Clients of Greenleaf Financial Group 
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Next Month: Review Fidelity's Recent
Notification

Four Financial Planning Rules of Thumb

Question of the Month: Advance Directive
or Power of Attorney for Health Care?

In Review

Market Update 
In September, stock areas that
had been lackluster for quite
some time came to life.

Stocks known as "value" stocks,
such as financial and energy
companies, performed better
than "growth" stocks, which are
those in fast-growing
technology and consumer
sectors.

Why did this happen? There's
always a multitude of factors
driving the stock market, but
the strongest one in this case is
a shift toward more defensive
stocks. Companies with solid
dividends and which investors
perceive as not being too highly
priced became the attractive
stocks in September.

Stepping back a little, the
overall stock market -- as
measured by the S&P 500
Index -- is now about where it
was one year ago. The market
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Spotlight On

Four Rules of Thumb for Those
Big Financial Planning Questions

 
Financial planning is a series of "how much" questions.
How much do you need to save? How much can you
spend in retirement? And how much do you need in
retirement assets to live the good life? 

Although we offer Greenleaf clients a detailed analysis
to answer these questions for your specific
circumstances and retirement goals, sometimes it helps
to have a few simple guidelines to follow. 

Based on the most recent studies, here are some rules
of thumb:

How much should you have saved by certain
ages?

By age 30, you'll probably be on track if you
have saved an amount equal to your pre-tax
household income. 
By age 40, it should be three times. 
At age 50, you'll want to have saved an amount
equal to six times your gross income.  
By age 60, you're on a solid path if you've saved
eight times your total household pre-tax income.

Caveat: Stock-market fluctuations will impact account
values on any one day. Precision is less important here
than the usefulness of a series of goals. If you're falling
short of these milestones, then focus on increasing your
saving and investment levels. 

How much do you need for financial security
upon retirement?
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was also in about this same
spot at the end of January
2018. The overall trend for the
past 20 months has been a
series of ups and downs, which
have ultimately returned us to
a similar place.  

This result isn't too surprising
given the trade, tariff, and
economic uncertainties of the
past few years. We note,
however, that a balanced
portfolio of stocks and bonds
has still managed to deliver a
return of around 4% for the
trailing one year. 

As always, therefore, we
remind clients to let the
markets work for you. Long-
term investors are rewarded if
they avoid reacting to the
markets zigs and zags. Look
beyond the headlines and think
of your overall goals. As always,
we're happy to discuss your
goals and you investments with
you at any time. 

Financial Planning Calendar:
What to Do in October

Next month, we encourage
clients to do the following:

Your Task
Verify that checking or
savings accounts linked to
your Fidelity investment
accounts are current and
correct as listed on the
annual "Standing
Instructions" notification
letter recently sent by
Fidelity. 

Depending upon your
delivery preferences, you
either received an email
alert about this
notification or received it
in the mail.

Aim to have 10 times your final household
income in savings and investments.

Caveat: This "magic number" works well for a wide
range of income levels, but it assumes retirement at age
67 and typical life expectancy assumptions. 

How much should you save each year?

Save at least 15% of your pretax income each
year from age 25 to retirement at age 67.

Caveat: You may include your employer's workplace
plan contributions as part of this 15% rate as long as
you didn't significantly delay the start of your
retirement savings. 

How much can you withdraw annually from
retirement accounts?

Withdrawals limited to about 4% each year can
help your money last for about 25 years.

Caveat: For a 401k account of $500,000, this means a
yearly withdrawal of just $20,000 or so before taxes.
Moreover, this particular guideline is the squishiest as
it is highly impacted by retirement dates, investment
returns, stock-market declines, and life expectancies.  

These are guidelines. The most important thing is to
challenge yourself and don't forget about your future. It
will be here before you know it!

Question of the Month

Question
Is it better to have an advance directive or a

Power of Attorney for Health Care?

Answer
As the two documents accomplish different things
under different circumstances, both are potentially
quite helpful. We encourage you to complete both an
advance directive and a Power of Attorney for Health
Care. If you are not sure who you could appoint under a
Power of Attorney for Health Care, then take care of the
advance directive now and add the power of attorney
form in the future.

An advance directive allows you to make your
wishes clear to your family, friends, and health care
professionals. This document guides healthcare and
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If the information is
correct, no action is
required.

Why?
Having a checking or savings
account set up to receive cash
from your Fidelity accounts
enables us to send cash to you
quickly and securely.

This electronic transfer
method -- known as EFT or
Electronic Funds Transfer -- is
faster and better than waiting
for a check that you would
then need to deposit.

Another option is to permit us
to "Journal" money from one
Fidelity account to another. If
you use a Fidelity non-
retirement account for bill
paying or in place of a
checking/savings account,
then please review the annual
notification from Fidelity to
make sure a journal transfer is
shown as ready to go.

If you have new bank or
credit union accounts to link to
your Fidelity accounts, we will
gladly provide the necessary
paperwork for your signature.

We strive to make sure your
accounts are secure and your
cash needs are anticipated.
Please let us know if any of the
information on Fidelity's
notification is incorrect or
needs to be changed.

other professionals about the care you wish to receive
and helps prevent disagreements about what
treatments you would -- or would not -- wish to receive
if you are incapacitated.

The Power of Attorney for Health Care appoints
an individual to make health care decisions on your
behalf if you are not able to communicate or are
incapacitated. 

Be sure the instructions in both your documents are
consistent. The attached guide, created by the State Bar
of Wisconsin, includes templates of both forms, as well
as instructions. 

You can also hire an attorney or find similar templates
through hospitals, nursing homes, or courthouses.
Please be sure you comply with your state's laws. The
Indiana Advance Directives Resource Center is found
here, while California's fillable form for Advanced
Directives is attached here.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XyV-sLTLnGgNrLo53tqWawNi3ma-U5Vcq_zgeaIfvuvVQtOdO9-ulAKwdf8mPXWr4IOjD-HifX3xSeNv0EmN-9fduZQ0KWmykpAcJuiJEwwGNBOfYTUrQ_Fue5jeUs2ujP7nxlMw-cvzTP001w-iKNeyW1Dq62zAFLu_N2tB-kAsqtGY8y-9wEXVvj6nGQF9JQ03Zv8KHw0oMpC_GlkTPT6O_i02IMr6h6s614pLXyqBHDLb67h1bHs9N9nQZ6yy&c=9NbNalOcxSRj7r1o-PHc5UQLr6ZDjcPi04bcElznBH4FmvW2Q-1PNg==&ch=gzUigOzrcvC0A_1AWU4TfMHJ65ki9X7twwJeAnQcs1sGSc7ImiJ6ew==
https://www.in.gov/isdh/25880.htm
https://oag.ca.gov/sites/all/files/agweb/pdfs/consumers/ProbateCodeAdvancedHealthCareDirectiveForm-fillable.pdf
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khartman@greenleaf-fg.com 

317-253-0544 
2555 E. 55th Pl.

Suite 213 
Indianapolis, IN 46220 
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